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Educational extensions for the FEBRUARY 2015 issue of Ranger Rick® magazine

sea otter story
In “Floating Through Life” (pages 6-11), students
learn that sea otters eat, sleep, and even give birth to
their babies on water. Have students create a picture book
(fiction or nonfiction) about how well these endearing
animals are suited to aquatic life. Ask children to add
illustrations and address these questions:
• How does a sea otter spend its days?
• What adaptations (body parts and behaviors) help it
survive in its watery habitat?

model homes
Invite students to build an animal home, diorama-style.
They might choose to make a realistic representation
of one of the structures in the “Master Builders” story
or to invent one that reflects their own ideas for an
animal mentioned in the article. Give each “builder” time
to explain his or her home to the class. Conclude the
discussion by asking students the following: Was it easy
to build your diorama home? Would it be easier for the
animal to build it? Why or why not?

you’ve got a friend!
Have students choose one of the animal pairs in the
article “Best Buddies” (pages 14–17) and use what
they read about the pair’s special friendship to create
two Valentine’s Day cards—one from each animal to the
other. The messages should describe what each creature
cherishes about the other.

belly-button wildlife
In “Open Wide, Look Inside” (pages 30–32),
students learn that tiny, one-celled life forms called
microbes live inside their mouths. Others live on their skin,
in their guts, and guess what, even in their belly buttons!
Go online at navels.yourwildlife.org to show students
some photos of belly-button microbes. So far, scientists
have found about 2300 microbial species in belly buttons.
But just eight of those species seem to be frequent and
abundant. And about 99% of them don’t harm people. As
with microbes in the mouth, some can even help people
stay healthy. To learn more about belly-button wildlife,
go online at kidshealth.org/kids and do a search for
“What’s in Your Belly Button?” After students have read
this article, ask the following:
• How is your belly button like a rainforest?
• In Japan, many mothers tell their children not to
wash their belly buttons or they’ll get a stomach ache.
Why would they say this? Do you think it is good
advice?
• About 90% of the cells within us are not ours—they
are microbes. Is this a good or bad thing?
• Scientists say that living with microbes is a balancing
act. What do they mean by this?

animal architects
After students have read “Master Builders” (pages
22–28), have them complete the “Animal Builders”
Student Page. Then encourage students to refer to their
completed pages as you discuss the following questions:
• Why do animals build structures?
• What kinds of structures do they build?
• What are some basic materials used to make these
structures?
• What are some advantages and disadvantages of
using each of these materials? (Cover concepts such
as strength, flexability, availability, water resistance,
camouflage potential, attractiveness, and how easy the
material is to build with.)
• Why is this article called “Master Builders”? What
would be another good title?
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BUILDERS
by Hannah Schardt; photos from minden pictures

leafy rollup

These weaver ants are on a roll!
Several ants pull on a leaf’s edge
with all their might. Then another
one steps up to glue the leaf to
itself with a dot of sticky spit.
Soon, the ants will have a neatly
rolled leaf nest—a perfect nursery
for raising baby ants.

Use what you learned from reading “Master Builders,”
pages 22–28, to complete the following chart.

They don’t use blueprints or fancy tools. But
with leaves, grass, spit, and other natural stuff,
these animals create masterpieces!

o

ne look at the baya weaver’s neatly woven
nest at left tells you this bird has serious
construction skills. A male weaver spends
as long as two weeks weaving grass and strips of
leaves into a comfy hangout. If the nest impresses a
female—and who wouldn’t be impressed?—she will
pair up with the male and start a family there. Read
on for more amazing animal architects!

GraSS HouSe

This mama harvest mouse wove
her tennis ball-shaped nest out of
grass. And she attached it to a sturdy plant stem high off the ground.
When her babies are born, they’ll
be safe and sound, out of reach of
prowling predators..

INGO ARNDT (3)

23

22

ANIMAL BUILDER

NAME OF
STRUCTURE(S)

BUILDING
MATERIALS

SKETCH

BOWERBIRD

TERMITE

BEAVER

PAPER WASP

WEAVER ANT
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Wow—this
forest is amazing!
The trees are
HUGE.

Yep.
Some of them
have been growing
here for hundreds
of years!

picture this!

“A FISH TALE, PART 1”

story by Gerry Bishop; art by The CharacterShop

Olympic National Park in Washington State.
Ranger Rick Raccoon, Scarlett Fox, and Boomer Badger are hiking in them is that they are going to “meet a fisher.”
Rick has a big surprise for his friends. And the only clue he will give
I never
said we were
going fishing,
Boomer.

Yeah, cool.
But where are
all the fishing
holes?

I hear it,
too. Let’s
check it
out.

Hey—I

hear rushing
water. Fishing
hole, coming
up!

A bit later . . .

But if
we’re going to
meet a fisher, why
WOULDN’T we be
going fishing?

I told him this

wasn’t a fishing
trip, but he never
listens.

Whoa—
that’s a
long way
down!
Beautiful!

But look
at THAT!

HUH???

Looks as
though someone
drained all the
water out of
a lake.

February 2015 Student Page

After reading about fishers in this month’s Ranger Rick’s Adventures, pages
19–21, go online to find actual photos of these animals (if possible, get
photos of Pacific fishers). Print out a few examples.

Excellent
guess, my
friend!

1. T
 ake a close look at the fisher photos. How would you describe this animal to someone who
has never seen one? Start by making a list of specific details on the lines below.

2. F
 ind someone who has never seen a fisher to be your partner in this activity. Give him or
her a blank sheet of paper and a pencil. Ask your partner to draw a fisher as you describe it.
Turn your back and don’t look at your partner’s drawing! Use your notes (above) to help you
remember all the important details.
3. W
 hen you finish describing, and your partner finishes drawing, put the photos and drawing
side by side.
•H
 ow does the drawing look like a real fisher?

•W
 hat is wrong or missing in the drawing?

4. H
 ow could you have changed or added to your description to help your partner draw the fisher
more accurately?
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